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Description 2020 Newmar Ventana 3717, Newmar Ventana class A diesel motorhome 3717
highlights: Two Sofas Booth Dinette L-Shaped Kitchen Two Pantries King Bed
Four Slides Searching for a coach that will provide sleeping space for the
grandkids when they get a chance to be with you? The 74" hide-a-bed sofa and
the jack knife sofa, plus the booth dinette give you that feature. You can also use
the two ottomans and driver/passenger seats to offer more seating when relaxing
inside before bedtime. You might even like to make several meals ahead of time
to store the leftovers in the refrigerator. And the two pantries will give you more
room for your dry goods. The mid-coach full bathroom will allow everyone to
shower and stay refreshed for shopping in town or hiking the campground trails.
You will find other features to enjoy such as USB chargers at the dinette and
nightstands, and a molded silverware divider tray for the organizer in the family,
plus add a few options such a washer and dryer to keep the linens clean
throughout your trip, powered theater seating for movie night, and/or a larger
refrigerator. Built on a Freightliner tag axle chassis with a STAR foundation which
is framed 16 inches on the center and is covered by a BriteTEK roof with walkable
decking and integrated gutter rail, you will appreciate the quality from the very
beginning. You may decide to choose a Spartan tag axle chassis offered on
several units which will change the specifications, yet you will still get all the
standard features you desire. Inside each Ventana you will find redesigned
furniture and cabinet doors, soft closed drawers with new hardware, and polished
solid surface countertops in the kitchen, bathroom and bedroom. Make no
compromises, start traveling in a Ventana class A diesel coach by Newmar today,
and go beyond what's expected!

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: CM151051
VIN Number: 4UZACHFC0LCLL6158
Length: 37
GVW: 37500
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 4

15515 mi Diesel
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Item address Concord, North Carolina, United States
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